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Help Desk @ ASME
Do you have a music problem and you’re not sure 
who to turn to?  Want a friendly ear to chat to?  
Need some help with ideas, resources, students or 
curriculum?  Hang on!  Help is on its way!  
Experienced teachers and ASME WA Committee 
members Anna-Maria Agnello and Judith Haldane 
are more than happy to offer support and a listening 
ear to you, our members. Drop them an email at: 
helpdesk@asmewa.com.au 
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The Music Network News is now the Independent 
Music Network News and remains a valuable 
source of notices, information, upcoming 
concerts and events, and more.  
To subscribe please contact Anne Trigg: 
triglads@westnet.com.au 

Inserted Copy
1/4 page $30; 1/2 page $60; Full page $120
Separate Inserts
Single sheet *$70; A3 sheet *$120
*If inserts are provided, otherwise additional charges 
for copying apply

OPUS is designed by Classy Publications. 
Email: jancarroll09@gmail.com

The opinions expressed in OPUS are those of 
the writers and not necessarily those of ASME 
Council or the publication’s editor. No part of 
OPUS may be reproduced without permission 

NETWORK MEETINGS 
An informal music network meeting is held in various locations 
on the fifth Wednesday of each term, between 3:45 – 5:30pm.  
Themes vary.  For details contact  wa@asme.edu.au 
 
 
SUMMER SCHOOL returns for another year on January 19 and 
20. See page 19

The ASME XXIth NATIONAL CONFERENCE is being held 13 – 
15 July, 2017 in Melbourne.   See page 7

Keep an eye out for further updates, flyers, and information 
on our website (www.asme.edu.au/wa), in your emails, and on 
social media.

Advertising rates in Opus

Music Network News

helpdesk@asmewa.com.au 
triglads@westnet.com.au 
 jancarroll09@gmail.com
wa@asme.edu.au 
www.asme.edu.au/wa
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From the  Editor

From the  Chair

Hi Everyone

I hope your run down to the end of the year is going well.  With report writing, end 
of year functions and performances, I’m sure you all will be relieved when you are 
finished.

There are a few great professional learning opportunities coming up over the 
holiday period. Conferences and workshops for many of the music organisations will 
take place as well as our own Summer School on Thursday 19 and Friday 20 January.  
This edition has more information and a Q&A article from our keynote speaker. 
We are really looking forward to the event.  Keep an eye out for our email with the 
program and direct links for registration details.

A reminder that next year is the Biennial National ASME conference from July 13 
– 15 2017. This will be held at the Melbourne Graduate School of Education. There 
will be a total of 156 workshops and presentations to select from along with some 
excellent keynotes.

Keep an eye on our calendar mail-outs for more events. It is circulated 
approximately once a month and includes many more professional learning 
opportunities throughout the year.  We try to keep up with all professional and 
NFP organisations’ events that are taking place around the State.  If you want to 
advertise an upcoming event, please forward details and flyers to Selena and me 
well in advance.  

ASMEWA has built up a partnership with Music: Count Us In over the past 10 years.  
We are very pleased to include an article in this edition of Opus from Bonnie Staude, 
one of the young Western Australian composers of this year’s song.  This year we 
ran a very successful MCUI professional learning day and our celebration day 
performance of the song was really well attended by 12 local schools.  It has been so 
great to be associated with Music Australia and this initiative.  Hopefully they will 
be able to secure funding for future events.

ASMEWA is working hard and we really appreciate all your support with articles, 
participation in events and especially your feedback. Thanks so much.

Hope you enjoy the rest of Term 4.

Robyn Veitch
Chairperson 

Summer has finally arrived and 
that means that Summer School 
is just around the corner (after 
we finish reports, concerts, and 
Christmas, of course!). Online 
registrations are now available 
with all the information on our 
website. I hope to see you there. 

This issue sees a double feature from Albany: 
Neville Talbot muses on taking the first step 
on a new journey,  and Bonnie Staude writes 
about her involvement with Music Count Us In. 
Thankyou also to our other contributors: Brad, 
Chad, Jane, Judith,Robyn, and Selena.
Enjoy the holidays!
Catherine Warnock
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Music: Count Us In 2016

Celebration Day this year was a very special occasion 
as it was the 10th anniversary of the Music: Count Us 
In event.  The song this year had special significance 
for WA as two students, Bonnie Staude from Albany 
and Stella Kelly from Perth were two of only four 
students selected, after an Australia-wide competition, 
to write this year’s Program Song, “Let It Play”.

Many schools in WA joined together with neighbouring 
schools to sing the song at 9.30am on Thursday 
3 November in their own areas and many more 
sang “Let It Play” at their own school assemblies. 
Twelve schools braved the early morning traffic in 
the city to join Karl O’Callaghan and his band The 
Filth, plus our wonderful conductor, Prue Ashurst 
and the energetic and engaging Lee Stanley, our 
presenter, for a very enthusiastic morning of singing 
together. Karl O’Callaghan, our hard working Police 
Commissioner, and his dedicated band members 
impressed the students with their performance.  They 
have accompanied all the Perth MCUI events since we 
started in 2010 and we really appreciate their support.

Some of the reactions to the morning from students in 
Years 4 and 5 caught the mood of the day.

 I enjoyed “Let It Play” because it’s a catchy song.  
This song warms my heart. Charlie Yr 4

I love Count Us In because it’s an event where 
everyone sings together and it just brings more and 
more joy to the world.  Pema Yr 4

I liked the song “Let It Play” because it brings us 
all together and fills me with joy.  The music in the 
background is from Pachelbel’s Canon and I really like 
it.  Michael Yr 4

I enjoyed the band because their music was awesome.  
I think the song fits perfectly and encourages kids to 
follow their dream. Rinchin Yr 5

I thought the song was well structured and had many 
ideas.  I enjoyed learning it in class. Kaien Yr 5
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Music: Count Us In 2016 MCUI Professional Learning

Music: Count Us In is an initiative created by Music 
Australia to promote singing and music in schools 
across Australia.  They create a song using several 
budding songwriters from all around Australia.  
ASMEWA has been their partner in delivering 
professional learning in WA for many years. This 
year the organisation took a different approach 
with professional learning. Three presenters ran 
workshops here in Perth which were very well 
attended by 16 people. Robyn Veitch, Mandy 
Herriman and Donna Marwick O’Brien presented 
three completely different sessions around the 
song.  

Robyn’s beat activities were derived from Dalcroze 
Eurythmic and Orff Schulwerk inspired ideas. 
Participants learned about introducing the song 
through movement, counting beats and time 
signature.

Mandy ran a creative session that focused on the 
form of the song.  Participants worked with simple 
rhythms and percussion instruments to create a 
piece inspired by key phrases and rhythms from the 
song.  The structure mirrored that of the song. This 
was such an inspiring session and showed us how to 
shape and create a whole class improvisation where 
everyone had a role.

Donna led us in some rhythmic based activities 
and games.  She then taught us the hat dance.  The 
choreography followed the form of the song, simple 
enough for the little kids and sophisticated enough 
for the big kids. 
 
The sessions were filmed with the expectation that 
they would be put up on the MCUI website for 
others to watch. Unfortunately, our sessions didn’t 
make it up onto the website due to a chain of 
problems.  

The people who attended the workshops all left 
feeling very inspired.  Hopefully, we can find a 
foolproof way to let everyone see them in their 
entirety in the future.  Music: Count Us In has 
found out that their funding has been extended 
for another two years so we’ll see you at our next 
activity.

Robyn Veitch

Payments to ASME WA

It would be appreciated if Professional Learning is paid for when registering, and invoices/receipts 
are printed off at the same time.  ASME WA will no longer allow people to attend Professional 
Learning without having paid beforehand.  Your co-operation in this is greatly appreciated.
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This year I was honoured to be chosen as one of 
the four student songwriters for the Music Count Us 
In (MCUI) programme. Every year at Flinders Park 
Primary School in Albany I participated in Music 
Count Us In. I always enjoyed learning the song 
in music class and loved having the opportunity to 
sing the same song at the same time as hundreds of 
thousands of other students from across the country. 

Each year, a small group of student songwriters 
is chosen to write the programme’s song, based 
on a song they’ve entered in the MCUI National 
Songwriting Competition. I was inspired by two 
other girls from Albany, Taylor Pomery and Maddi 
Bignell, who were selected to be songwriters for the 
program in 2010 and 2011, and it made me realise 
that if they could do it, then maybe I could do it 
too. So, in February this year, I sat down and wrote 
my first song. It was a challenging process for me 
because while I love to play instruments and sing, I’d 
never written a song from beginning to end before. A 
helpful tool for getting started was the brief that was 
attached from Music Australia. It said that your song 
should be upbeat and catchy with a positive message, 
and they also gave a range of notes for the melody so 
it wouldn’t be too hard for kids to sing. 

Since my piano skills are limited to chords mainly 
on the white notes, I started with a four-chord 
progression: C major, G major, A minor, F major. Once 
the chord progression was in place, I tackled the lyrics 
and melody. I wanted my song to reflect my love for 
music and basically spread the idea that if you have 
music in your life, it’s hard to be unhappy. The verse 
melody seemed to come to me as I wrote the lyrics 
and then for the pre-chorus (Let it play…) I used a 
melody that I had already created in a songwriting 
workshop at school with indigenous singer-songwriter 
Scott Darlow. For the bridge I featured Pachelbel’s 
Canon in D (except in C!) because I’d been learning it 
in my choir at the time – that’s what you can hear in 
the instrumental parts of the song. I called my song 
“Music All Around”, and once I’d made a recording of 
it on an iPhone, I sent it off and hoped for the best.  

I waited in hope, but I didn’t really expect to be 
selected so when I got an email two weeks later 
saying that I had been chosen as one of four student 
songwriters for MCUI 2016, I was overjoyed. My dad 
and I flew to Sydney on 4 April ready for the full-day 
songwriting workshop the next day with programme 
ambassador John Foreman and the programme 
mentor, Jay Laga’aia. I met the three other 
songwriters on the morning of the workshop: Stella 
Kelly, also from WA; Tom Meadows, from Victoria; and 
Breanna Truscott, from Queensland.When we arrived 
at the studio for the workshop, the first thing we did 
after being introduced to everyone was play our songs 
for each other. This was the most nerve-wracking part 
of the day for me because I was scared that everyone 
else’s songs would be much better than mine - plus I 
couldn’t decide whether to play my song on ukulele or 
piano. Also, there were video cameras and overhead 
microphones that hovered around us for most of the 
day.  However, although everyone’s songs were great, 
they were also very different, and it was decided by 
the mentors that my song was best suited the MCUI 
genre. So we used my song as a template and we all 
collaborated to include each other’s ideas in the song. 
It was particularly exciting for me to see how you can 
improve a song by brainstorming and working as a 
team with five other people.

We worked throughout the day spending a lot of 
time on lyrics, trying to develop ideas and words 
that could mean something to everybody listening. 
As an exercise for coming up with lyrics, we did some 
improvisation with Jay - that was a lot of fun and it 
loosened us up. We discussed instrumentation and 
structure, substituting chords and adding harmonies. 
Before we knew it, our parents had returned and it 
was time was time to present the finished song to 
them. It was a successful day and I am really happy 
with the song that was the outcome. I learned so 
much about songwriting and teamwork and the 
experience has inspired me to keep on writing songs 
and composing music. 

Celebration Day was on Thursday 3 November and 
I went back to my primary school, Flinders Park, to 
celebrate the occasion. I absolutely loved watching 
all the students sing a song that I wrote, and it gives 
me the greatest pleasure to know that almost 700,000 
other students around the country were singing it 
too. This year, MCUI celebrates its tenth year of 
encouraging improved access to music education in 
schools across Australia. I would encourage all music 
teachers, primary and secondary, public and private, 
to participate and get involved in this programme, 
whether it is singing and playing the song in their 
schools or encouraging and supporting students to 
have a go at being one of the future Music Count Us 
In songwriters.

Bonnie Staude

Let it Play – My experience writing the Music Count Us In Song
 Bonnie Staude
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We are pleased to advise that ASME WA has again, 
in support of WA secondary school class music 
teachers of all contexts (WAM, Jazz, Contemporary), 
commissioned the writing of a new designated works 
analyses book for all of the new designated works 
mandated for study from 2016-2018. Teachers/
schools may purchase student booklets, which 
contain a single context, as long as at least one copy 
of the complete book has been purchased.  Please 
note: the books are subject to copyright and are not 
to be copied.

Online orders and payments are preferred: http://
www.asme.edu.au/wa/shop/

2016 - 2018 
Set Works Analyses Book

AustrAliAn society for Music 
educAtion XXi nAtionAl 

conference 2017

 thurs 13 July  – sat 15 July, 2017

The theme for the ASME XXI National 
Conference is ‘Uniting Voices’, which seeks 
to embrace and celebrate music education 
across the vast array of institutions, 
organisations and professional associations 
which provide and support music learning 
in formal and non-formal contexts through 
all stages of life. 

The Conference will take place over three 
days at the University of Melbourne’s 
Graduate School of Education which is 
located at 234 Queensberry Street, Carlton, 
very close to the CBD, Lygon Street and 
the Queen Victoria market. The Graduate 
School of Education features brilliantly 
refurbished, state-of-the-art premises 
which will be ideal for the national 
conference. Further details regarding 
keynote speakers and other highlights will 
be available on the conference website as 
they come to hand.

P6  This photo was taken at my old primary school, 
Flinders Park. A journalist from the ABC came to 
speak with me about the Music: Count Us In program.

   Photo:   ABC Great Southern: Lisa Morrison
P7 TOP  I did a slideshow presentation on my experiences 

as a MCUI student songwriter. This is right where I 
graduated from primary school two years ago.

P 7 MIDDLE:   Here’s the band minus me, the keyboard 
player. The band included drum kit, bass, 
clarinets, flutes, trumpet, trombone, 
acoustic guitar, tambourine and keyboard. 

P7 BOTTOM:  The band playing in front of the Year 6s on 
stage facing the rest of the school. It was 
a great setup which worked well. The song 
was filmed on a GoPro and uploaded it to 
Youtube where it’s easy to find. 

http://www.asme.edu.au/wa/shop/
http://www.asme.edu.au/wa/shop/
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Pen Pineapple Apple Pen
Orff Arrangement by Jane Nicholas
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This is a perfect activity for Year 3 through to Year 6 
to develop rhythmic notation.  It uses a popular viral 
internet “song” by Japanese comedian Piko Taro / 
KosakaDaimaou Pen Pineapple Song.

My suggested activities are:

1. Teach the song vocally first.
2.  Look at the rhythm for apple pen (ti ta ta) and 

pineapple pen (tititi ta).  Ask children to think 
about whether these rhythms stay the same 
throughout the song (it changes later (pen 
pineapple apple pen titititititi ta).

3.  Teach bass xylo part.  I would team this pattern 
with the un-tuned percussion part - drum.

4. Teach xylo parts in two sections –
5.  Part 1- descending scale and ascending 

glissando introduction  
6. Part B – ostinato of c and f/a chord
7.  I would teach Part B rhythm as an un-tuned 

percussive percussion part - shaker .
8.  Play all parts together and then add in vocals.
9.  Have students suggest different items to 

combine for fun – could be friends names, items 
they can see, musical instruments, composers’ 
names. I suggest same rhythms one two and 
three syllables ta, titi, titi ta. 

10.  Perform with different students vocalising their 
ideas over the accompaniment.

Swap Meet Corner
Do you have any pre-loved music education 

resources you’d love to donate or sell?  

Contact the editor and each issue of Opus 

we will advertise any resources that are 

available. 

ASME is turning 50 years old in 2017 

and we need your help to celebrate.  

If you have any information, photos, 

or souvenirs of ASME’s history we’d 

love to hear from you.  

Please contact Catherine at: 

cwarnock@live.com.au 

mailto:cwarnock@live.com.au
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SYDNEY SUMMER COURSE
JANUARY 9 - 18, 2017

Aimed at music educators and performers, this course offers separate streams for participants new 
to Dalcroze and those with prior experience. The daily timetable (9am to 5pm) includes sessions in 
Movement, Rhythmics, Ear and Voice Training, and Improvisation. Afternoon sessions will address 
the application of Dalcroze to a variety of specific contexts. 

In 2017 we are pleased to welcome special guest teacher Eva Wedin, Senior Lecturer in Dalcroze 
Eurhythmics, Royal College of Music, Stockholm.  Eva will teach alongside Australian teachers Dr 
Joan Pope (Perth), Dr Sandra Nash (Sydney), Dr Christine Mearing (Sydney), Kristin Bowtell (Perth), 
Virginia Norris (Perth), and Jerison Harper Lee (Singapore).

Participants may enrol in the 3-day, 5-day and 7-day course option. Foundation, Intermediate and 
Certificate examinations are offered for those undertaking Dalcroze teacher training.

For more info and to enrol visit www.dalcroze.org.au . Enquiries to info@dalcroze.org.au 

PERTH FOUNDATION COURSE
SEMESTER 1 AND 2, 2017

This year-long Foundation course in the Dalcroze approach provides a first level of training for those 
interested in gaining experience and understanding of the Dalcroze approach.  The course is highly 
practical, consisting of classes in rhythmic movement, aural training, improvisation and principles 
of the Dalcroze method. It is suitable for those with a musical background and an interest in 
learning through physical engagement. The ability to sing and play a musical instrument/voice is 
essential. Some experience in movement and basic piano skills are advantageous but not essential.

On successful completion of the course examinations and written work, participants will be 
granted the Foundation Award of the DEIEB (Dalcroze Eurhythmics International Examination 
Board). Participants with the Foundation Award who wish to become qualified Dalcroze teachers 
can proceed with the Intermediate Award and beyond.

The course is taught by Dr Joan Pope OAM (Diplôme Supérieur, Institut Jaques-Dalcroze, Geneva) 
and Kristin Bowtell (Certificate Dalcroze UK, MMus RWCMD) in association with Dalcroze Australia 
Director of Studies Dr Sandra Nash (Diplôme Supérieur, Institut Jaques-Dalcroze, Geneva).

The course runs in Perth, Western Australia on a weekly basis (30 weeks in total,  15 weeks per 
semester). Commencing in term 1, 2017, weekly classes will be held on a Monday or Tuesday 
evening (TBC) from 7-9:30pm. 

To register your interest or make enquiries contact Kristin Bowtell kristin.bowtell@hotmail.com or 
Katherine Smith katherinesiggins@gmail.com 

You’ve never experienced music like this before!
The Dalcroze approach uses  movement to provide a complete 
musicianship training. Its emphasis on expression and creativity is 
balanced by its ability to develop a deep understanding of 
musical language and skills.  It is a creative, rigorous and holistic 
approach to the study of music that is applicable to the teaching 
of young children right through to the development of 
professional performers.
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Although not as many schools as usual attended 
the Recorder Festival this year, the sound the 
students produced when they played together was 
very well balanced, due to a larger number of low 
pitched recorders .

On arrival at Glengarry, the host school this year, 
the students divided into groups for sectional 
practice. The concentration during these sessions 
was exceptional.  
 
Kaien, Year 5, commented:  I thought it was great 
how everyone got together in different groups to 
make the songs sound beautiful.

This was followed by a brief full rehearsal  and a 
break for recess. 

As the event was held on 11 November, the concert 
started with a student from Glengarry speaking  
about the significance of the day followed by a 
minute’s silence. John Heyworth then expertly led 
the massed group through eight songs interspersed 
with each school’s solo performance. 

2016 Recorder Festival 

Many thanks to John for his continued support of 
this event and congratulations to the teachers for 
preparing their students so well.

Some comments from students:

I liked how hard the other schools worked to do 
their solo songs.  Kaien

I think it was great and everyone tried really hard.  
Rinchin

I thought the Recorder Festival was awesome 
because altogether we sounded good. Ashley

My favourite song that I played was The Skye Boat 
song because it was easy and melodious. Jigme D

I liked the music when every school was playing. 
Jigme T
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Get Started, Take the First Step and Just Do it!
Neville Talbot

I have had a great deal of trouble coming to terms 
with writing this article. Hopefully at least a few of 
you will make it to the end. Some background – I 
received a scholarship from ASME WA last year to 
attend the National Conference and to present my 
paper, ‘Beat on the Cheap’ (or How to teach rhythm 
gooder when you have no cash!).  Part of the terms 
of the scholarship was to write something for Opus.  
It could be about the conference, about what I 
presented, or on any topic I felt relevant/important. 

The perfectionist in me wanted to write the perfect 
article. The article that would shake the foundation of 
musical education in WA. Heck, the world! I wanted 
it to read like Shakespeare and shape the musical 
education world like Kodaly. But what the heck to 
write it about? I, of course, had to pick the right 
topic. The perfect topic. And the most difficult point – 
where would I find the time in this insane schedule to 
write anything, let alone something profound?!

All this is really an allegory for my music students, 
and what I am finding is often the most difficult 
challenge for my students – getting started. Whether 
composition, writing, research or just playing their 
instrument/learning a new piece, in so many cases for 
our students the simple act of taking a firststep is one 
of the most difficult aspects of their musical journey.  
I liken it to the focus on the 42-odd kilometres of a 
marathon.  It’s a huge undertaking, and a mammoth 
accomplishment, and in the beginning almost 
unattainable.  But really it is simply a step, followed by 
another, repeated enough times to get to the end. 
Self-doubt, perfectionism, and worrying about what 
everyone else would say;there are so many things 
that inhabit the creative mind at the beginning 
of the process.  In the world of the young person, 
and particularly the adolescents I teach, these 
concerns are often real threats. Also, in a world of 

infinite possibility, what do you put down as your 
starting point? No wonder our students are often 
overwhelmed. 

I might start my exploration of this topic with my 
personal journey and philosophies as a background. 
My time down here in Albany has been a profound 
shift for me. I made the move for a lifestyle change.  
To spend more time with the family in one of the 
more beautiful parts of the world, and to make a 
difference in a music community that is small enough 
to have a country feel, and big enough to still ‘do 
stuff’. 

It’s the first time in my long and quite successful 
musical career that I’ve been full time in the 
‘formal’ education industry.  I’ve done lots of ‘Ed’ in 
everything I’ve done in music, but the day-to-day 
job of teaching is an alternate universe. The most 
challenging aspect of the job has been the paperwork.  
I’ve run a professional music group for 2 decades, 
organised 13 national tours, 10 international tours, 
written countless grant applications and acquittals, 
written numerous contracts, production specifications, 
freight manifests, tax documents, profit/loss 
statements, and been firmly wedged in the red tape 
of running a small business in Australia.  But none of it 
prepared me for the constant and often mindless swirl 
of paper involved in teaching in a school!

The Arts! Amalgamating music into a group of 
five diverse and different subjects, under the 
management of only one administrative leader, 
has produced an extraordinary amount of work for 
the classroom music teacher.  At least most good 
private schools acknowledge the uniqueness of 
music and its performance requirements by hiring a 
music HOD and/or a music admin person.  We in the 
government sector are not so lucky, with even the 
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TIC idea dead and buried. Our friend Richard Gill has 
probably articulated the importance of music as a 
standalone subject better than I could hope to, so I’ll 
defer to his writings on this. I am fortunate to have 
an incredibly supportive and active HOLA.  He is, 
however, constantly in a state of near-shock trying to 
understand and manage the diverse challenges of his 
department, and especially his crazy music teacher. 
I’ve always told teachers who have praised my 
workshops or programs that they were the true 
champions and heroes.  Getting into a classroom 
every day, week after week, for an entire year, and 
remaining fresh, excited/exciting is much harder 
than blowing the mind of someone for a few hours. 
With the background paper trail, I am stunned that 
any of us has time to teach deeply engaging musical 
programmes.  (As a side note – thanks to all of you 
who presented a Tetrafide Percussion concert or 
workshop in your school over the last 20 years.  I now 
know how much effort it might have been for you to 
make it actually happen!)

So in a system that is almost set up for failure (too 
much paperwork, broad departments, not enough 
administrative support for a department with regular 
after school performance and incursion/excursion 
requirements to name a few challenges) how does 
a music teacher make a difference? I have a few 
strongly held attitudes about music education and 
teachers. 

1.  Music teachers should be active music makers.  
You don’t need to be playing professional 
gigs with the WASO, but you need to make 
music as part of your everyday life.  Sing, 
play, conduct, busk, write/record …you cannot 
possibly teach music if you aren’t ‘doing’ 
music. 

2.  Music teachers should be constantly 
developing themselves- musically and 
as teachers.  Learn a new instrument, 
develop your conducting skills, do a Kodaly/
Orff/Dalcroze certificate, have a lesson/
masterclass with a teacher every now and 
then.  As with most things music, however, you 
will often find that these things are actually 
FUN!

3.  Expose your kids to quality music and 
musicians.  Incursions and excursions are a 
good start, but they introduce that paperwork 
issue.  In 2016 this thing called the internet 
makes this process almost embarrassingly 
easy.  Play them quality recordings, watch 
great concerts, listen to master musicians talk 
about their craft… 

4.  Quality music is not genre-specific. Just make 
sure you’re still finding the musical goodness 
in it and bringing it out for the kids.  If there 
isn’t any musical value, it has no place in your 
music class. Don’t exclude the great classical 
music, though.  You need to play Bach, 
Mozart, Beethoven or Stravinsky to your kids.  
If this music isn’t played for these kids by 
their music teacher, then who?!

5.  Don’t be afraid of music theory.  You can 
perform Shakespeare without being able to 
read, but deep and insightful understanding 

is much moreaccessible with reading and 
comprehension skills.  English and Drama 
teachers teach these skills in their subject 
every day, but how many of us loathe 
teaching these skills in our music classes? 
I’ve never met a muso who couldn’t read;who 
didn’t wish they could; or at least admit it 
would have been helpful in their career. 

6.  Don’t be afraid of rigour.  My favourite 
saying in concert band is “We sound like a 
school band.  You can do better!” In sport, 
no child is surprised when their coach tries 
to get them to do their best and encourage 
good skills execution and performance.  In 
music, it seems too many of us are terrified 
of providing this rigour in our program with 
a view to participation being the only goal.  
If we work them too hard they’ll all quit!!! 
Participation is great, but if the music teacher 
doesn’t encourage the kids to ‘do it better’ 
then who will? Who can?!

7.  Music is a doing subject.  If your kids aren’t 
performing, in class or outside, then you’re 
missing the point. 

Some of what I am doing at Albany SHS (ASHS)

Visiting artists and schools
Through my work with the Albany Sinfonia and using 
my extensive contacts networks, we’ve had workshops 
and visits from Wendy Tait (Principal Horn Perth 
Symphony Orchestra), Tetrafide Percussion,Kaboom 
Percussion, Jenna Robertson and Simon Wood (WA 
Opera), and also Rupert Boyd a classical guitarist 
from New York work with our kids so far this 
year.  Other incursions have involved Scott Darlow, 
indigenous songwriter, Peter Younghusband and Greg 
Aitken (brass) and WAAPA Contemporary Program’s 
annual Radioactive program.  The workshops have 
focused on a broad range of subjects and skills. They 
have inspired the kids.  One of these workshops 
indirectly resulted in a year 9 student, Bonnie Staude, 
writing this year’s Music Count Us In song.  Even 
more interestingly, these workshops have kept ME 
interested and excited about making music, and 
given insights into my own teaching techniques. We 
have also had some schools visit us to play music with 
our students. Leeming SHS and South Fremantle SHS 
have come down, and more are welcome (despite 
that ubiquitous paperwork!).  Albany is a beautiful 
and interesting place to visit, and you’ll find a very 
welcoming local musical and teaching community. 
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Increasing the presence of classical, folk and world 
music in the school 
We already have a rich and engaging contemporary 
music program, and so I have focused a lot of my 
energy on increasing the presence of classical, folk 
and world music in the school.  This has gone from 
having our ensembles perform at more school and 
community events, through to having a semi-regular 
session in my music classes called ‘Intro to the 
Classics’ where I spend a small part of each class 
across the week playing a great piece of music to 
the kids, along with a cultural/historical background 
and some musical analysis and discussion.  This has 
included Orff’s Oh Fortuna (misheard lyrics fun!) and 
the Intermezzo from Cavalleria Rusticana.  When the 
students have some context, some fun, and something 
to listen for, they LOVE this music. This music is OUR 
culture and history, and we need to celebrate it.  If we 
don’t give it to the kids, it unlikely to happen at any 
more than a surface level in a TV show or ad.  Without 
this rich history, our new composers will have a smaller 
palette from which to create the next generation of 
masterpieces. 

Writing a critical review of a live performance
Every music student gets an assignment to attend a 
live music performance and write a critical review of 
this performance. I love this exercise, both in terms 
of seeing what the kids go to see, but also in helping 
them develop a language to articulate what they 
enjoyed and why it worked. 

Compulsory Performance
Once a semester I have ALL my classroom students 
perform in a music night that showcases specifically 
what they’ve been doing in classroom music.  These 
nights are well attended by the parents (my year 
7/8 night involved almost 100 kids and well over 
200 parents in the audience) and help to create a 
serious (compulsory) performance outcome for all the 
students, whether in a SIM ensemble or not.  I have 
been pleasantly surprised by the improvement of a 
select and unexpected group of kids.  The concerts 
also provide a platform for me to educate the parents 
on how we work, what the kids are doing, and the 
importance of music education. With many parents, 
it’s the only time I can communicate with them, as 
they don’t read newsletters, notes, course outlines or 
anything else. I also get to tell some really bad dad 
jokes, which is probably the most important thing…

Throughout all of this, I have endeavoured to find 
time to be a musician as well.  The main outlet for 
this has been conducting the Albany Sinfonia as 
their first Artistic Director.  I scheduled myself to 
be the concerto soloist for one of our concerts this 
year to put myself on the hook, and the months of 
preparation were a confronting challenge both in 
finding time to fit in the practice, and also dealing 
with the mindset caused by the inevitable loss of 
technique and skill due to an extended spell of little to 
no practice.  That same frustration and effort is also 
reflected in the lives of all of my students.  On top of 
having more empathy for my time-poor and stressed 
teens, I now have a real life and contemporary 
experience to share with them about how to prepare 
a performance.  They might not like the piece I 
played and maybe didn’t come to the concert, but 
they did respect the process and what it took from 
me because I shared the experience honestly and 
candidly throughout. 

Throughout all of this, I have felt so often a complete 
fraud. I ‘know’ that at some point someone will notice 
that behind all the shiny concerts I really don’t know 
what I’m doing, and the kids aren’t really learning 
anything. I have made many mistakes, some of them 
real doozies! I find myself teaching theory in dry and 
boring ways, having kids do worksheets that I myself 
don’t find thrilling, simply because they existed and 
I just didn’t have the time to design something new 
this week.  I am sarcastic with some kids at times, 
ungenerous in my praise at times, grumpy and tired 
(especially in the busy times), and too often don’t 
plan or think an idea through enough to really pull it 
off properly, and make my busy life even busier as a 
result! Most of all, I’m still not good enough at asking 
for help and support. 

But every week I feel like I get better.  Every week a 
student somewhere in my life makes an improvement, 
creates something exciting, and has a breakthrough 
or wins.  Every week I do something better than I 
did last week, month or year.  My year 7 class now 
sings loudly, in tune, and with some sense of tone 
and sound production.  My year 10 class understands 
primary chords and how they can use them in their 
own songwriting. My 8s can play a 12 bar blues, some 
of them on several different instruments. My concert 
band can play a chord in tune and with a balanced 
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sound.  My students look after and support each other 
either in class or by coming to their music concerts.  
Every student in my music program has attended at 
least one live music performance (non-school) this 
year.  I have now convinced the majority of the music 
students in the school to call me T Dawg, making me 
much cooler than I actually am!

So how does any of this come back to my original 
point?! Getting started. In every single case above 
I’ve needed to start somewhere. A conversation, an 
excursion planning form, a piece of music. In all cases 
one thing was difficult  – getting started!

I had the fabulous Kaboom percussion guys come 
down here two years running.  As many will know, 
the Kaboom guys came from Tetrafide Percussion.  
Essentially their beginning can be linked to the 
creative process for Tetrafide.  We’d just returned 
from Montreal and Cirque du Soleil full of ideas 
and vigour.  We were writing a new show, making 
new plans, and full of excitement.  But it was really 
hard work. So often the challenge for Tetrafide 
Percussion in writing new music was just getting 
started.  Once ideas emerged and had some form the 
Tetrafide creative machine rolled it into something 
but, this time, it just felt hard most of the time (at 
least for me). Two of us were older, with kids and 
mortgages, and had been through this process a few 
times already.  Two of us were at the beginning of 
exciting careers, and wanting to dive in full tilt NOW.  
Frustration built for everyone.  Josh and Cat made 
their move, with Iain’s and my blessing, and have not 
looked back since.  It’s a bittersweet feeling at times 
seeing their success but it was the right thing for all of 
us at the time.  It has also been deeply satisfying to 
see them learn from so many of the mistakes that I 
made running Tetrafide and that success is deservedly 
coming their way. 

In the Kaboom workshops with my kids this year, 
Josh and Cat pointed the students to a concept that 
wasn’t really new to me but it landed so powerfully.  
They pointed out that when they started they had to 
create their entire repertoire, and fast. They learned 
that starting is just a process of making choices. 
Instruments, form, musical themes or ideas, rhythms…
They provided some simple musical choices to the kids 
and in minutes music was being created.  This creative 
process was actually painless.  And you know what, 
the music the kids ended up creating was interesting 
(to me and them), challenging, and ‘worthy’.  The 
initial ingredients weren’t terribly profound (think of 
the opening of Beethoven 5 or Mahler 5), but out of 
that came something bigger and more interesting. 

So this is our real job as teachers: provide students 
with skills, frameworks (form, texture, dynamics, 
timbre/instrumentation, tempo, rhythm etc.) and 
opportunities.  Let them listen to great music and 
hear how it’s put together.  Discuss why a composer 
‘did that’. Arrange familiar music in interesting and 
challenging ways. Provide safe composition and 
performance opportunities to demonstrate these 
skills. Start! Always remember it is easier to edit, 
adapt and alter than it is to create from scratch.  
Reduce the infinite possibilities to a manageable 
series of choices.  Don’t limit the students ultimately 
to these choices alone, but give them a place to start.  
We’re all running a marathon.  None of us is on the 
same track, but we’re all running just the same. 

So much of what I have done this last year in teaching 
came out of the process of writing and refining my 
ideas around rhythm for my presentation at the ASME 
National Conference last year.  I picked up so many 
new ideas on top of that by being there.  I can’t stress 
how important it is for us as teachers to step up and 
out and do these kinds of things as often as we can. 
If it is money that stops you, apply for the ASME WA 
scholarship; ask for your school to pay at least some 
of the cost, or do a concert to fundraise with some 
friends. 

So, in conclusion (finally) this article has led me 
to some new resolutions as a music teacher.  
Congratulations if you’re still here with me:

•	 	When	setting	a	task,	always	give	the	kids	a	
palette to work with/choose from. 

•	 	Give	choices	–	give	my	students	a	couple	
of options to get started with.  Make them 
choose. 

•	 Stop	talking	to	them	so	much!
•	 	Celebrate	mistakes	and	failure	as	an	

opportunity to create anew. 
•	 	Let	them	contribute	to	you	as	a	musician,	and	

remember that you are not the beginning and 
end of creative expression in their lives!

•	 	Celebrate.		Lots.		Sometimes	for	no	reason	
other than it feels good to celebrate!

I invite you to come up with your own lists.  Share 
them.  Maybe in a year’s time we can check in with 
each other and celebrate. 

Nev (T Dawg)

PHOTOS

P12  Neville conducts Sinfonia, Sinfonia Chorus and soloists 

in Night at the Opera

P13 Wendy Tait with horn players

P14 Performing at AEC

 Albany Sinfonia in action. Photo: Phil Watts

P15 Kaboom with Year 7 students
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Music at Morley Senior High School

Located in the northern 
metropolitan suburb of 
Noranda, Morley Senior 
High School boasts a 
multicultural student 
cohort from 72 different 
nationalities and cultural 
backgrounds. Our 
music program aims to 
encapsulate the school 
motto ‘Together We 
Achieve’ and over the last 

three years has been built to develop individual skill 
and talent as well as create a school-wide culture of 
music appreciation.

The ensemble program has moved from strength to 
strength involving approximately 80 students across 
Years 7 to 12. The Guitar Ensemble has performed at 
a number of events both in and out of school. This 
includes the International Women’s Day Breakfast, 
Angkor Fundraising Breakfast and a number of primary 
school assemblies. The Vocal Ensemble comprises 
not only students learning voice at school but also a 
large number of students who are there because they 
enjoy singing. The group has performed at ANZAC 
Day services, sung carols at Noranda Shopping Village, 

and have recently been involved in a massed choir 
event at Carine Senior High School. The Percussion 
Ensemble, which was established last year, has been 
an instant success after recent performances at school 
assemblies and primary school concerts. The newly 
established Brass Ensemble is also developing very 
well; it comprises Years 7 and 8 students who are 
developing technique, range and ensemble playing 
skills. There are also students who have formed 
contemporary bands and performed at the school 
lunchtime concerts.

The Instrumental Music School Services program has 
been running for a number of years now at Morley 
Senior High School with guitar, bass guitar, voice, 
percussion/drum kit and brass being offered to 
students free of charge. The students work with their 
instrumental tutor throughout the year on repertoire 
and technique and are given the opportunity to 
perform at the annual Music Showcase night held in 
Term 4 in front of an audience of family, friends, staff 
and invited guests.

The classroom music program has been developed 
to create an understanding of the many facets of 
music while at the same time drawing on students’ 
musical interests, cultural backgrounds and talents. 
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The general courses in Years 7 and 8 teach students 
the foundations of music theory and expose them to 
a wide range of music. The Lower School course, up to 
Year 10, allows students to learn the basic practical 
skills of piano, guitar and bass guitar and encourages 
students to be involved in ensemble performance from 
Year 9. The Upper School course covers both General 
and ATAR study, with the current Year 11s studying 
the Contemporary context and next year’s cohort 
choosing to study the Western Art Music context. 

Students in the music program at Morley Senior 
High School have also had fantastic opportunities to 
represent the school in conjunction with a number of 
organisations. Noranda Shopping Village has provided 
countless opportunities for busking and performance 
and the Noranda Uniting Church have welcomed our 
students for performances on many occasions. We 
even had students invited to perform at the Crowne 
Plaza Hotel, Perth for a function in 2015. 

Morley Senior High School seeks to provide its 
students with the best opportunities to learn, be 
involved in, and perform music. With an extremely 
supportive administration team and an ever-ready 
to help staff, there is a very bright future for music at 
the school and one that you should keep your eyes on 
in the coming years.

Chad Beins

Together We 
Achieve 
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10 questions for Dr Brad Merrick

ASME WA is pleased to welcome Dr Brad Merrick as our 
Keynote for Summer School 2017.

How did you first get started / interested in Music?

My parents, grandparents and family all played music 
and I was exposed to it from a young age, playing brass 
first then later moving to guitar and bass guitar which 
became my main instrument (classical, rock, jazz).  It 
was something that I was drawn to and once I started 
performing in various bands and choirs in high school I 
knew it was an area that I loved and wanted to keep on 
doing. 

Why did you want to become a music teacher?

My mother was a primary music teacher and I always 
enjoyed working with others.  Although the long-term 
dream was to be a full-time, professional musician 
touring the world, the teacher option was good one as 
I enjoyed seeing how music engaged people and gave 
them the chance to succeed. I always enjoyed seeing 
others succeed and enjoy learning new things.
 
What instrument/s do you play?

I grew up playing tenor horn, trumpet and continued 
that for many years.  My Year 5 teacher encouraged me 
to play solo all the time in class. I also sang in school 
choirs from a young age. My main instrument/s is the 
guitar and bass guitar.  Having studied classically, I also 
went on to play for many years as a rock/jazz guitarist 
and was still playing regularly up until a few years ago.  
Over the years, I have had to learn to be a makeshift 
piano player and drummer as we all do as teachers.
 

What piece is your band or choir really excited about 
performing?

This year my Middle School Jazz Orchestra is excited 
about playing a lot of different pieces as I feel it’s 
important to cover the full range of styles, including 
the great Latin repertoire and many timeless classics.  
Focusing on playing pieces like “Copacabana”, “The Girl 
from Ipanema”, and tunes like “Boogie Down” by All 
Jarreau and “September” by Earth, Wind and Fire has 
been fun for us this year. 

What is your favourite music software program?

I don’t have a specific software program as I love 
music technology and I’m always on the lookout for the 
latest new app or toy.  For flexibility in the classroom, 
I love ‘Garage Band’ on my iPad.  I also enjoy apps like 
‘Launchpad’, ‘Incredibox’ and even drum machine apps 
like ‘DM1’, which are great to use in class. 

What CD are you listening to at the moment?

At the moment I am listening to a range of CDs, 
including ‘The Best of Peter Gabriel’ and a five CD 
anthology of Slava and Leonard Grigoryan called ‘Song 
of the Guitar’ and ‘Symphonicities’ by Sting. 

What is your favourite year group to teach and why?

I love teaching all levels although at present I really 
enjoy my senior Years 11-12 Music 2 class, as we can 
cover so many eras and genres of music, including 
related social contexts and aspects of motivation and 
psychology of performance which I love exploring.  
There’s never a dull moment and with so many amazing 
students and there is always a fascinating range of views 
and thinking on show. 

Who is your favourite composer?

There are many, but for versatility and musicality I’d 
choose Sting 

What is your favourite music resource?

The Oxford Handbook of Music (Vol 1 and 2) to which I 
was fortunate to contribute a small commentary.  It has 
an amazing range of music articles and perspectives all 
in one place. 

What is your favourite untuned percussion instrument?

Clave – the setI was lucky to buy in Cuba several years 
ago and the set that I purchased in Alice Springs last 
year.  They sit atop the shelf in my office. 
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AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY FOR MUSIC EDUCATION (WA) 
PRESENTS 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS: 
 

SUMMER SCHOOL 2017 
 

WITH KEYNOTE SPEAKER 

 
 
 

DR BRADLEY MERRICK 
 
 
 

President, ASME (National Executive Council) 

 

Director of Research and Learning, Barker College 

 
19TH - 20TH JANUARY 
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Creativity and Improvisation 
 



 

Australian Society for Music Education (WA) 

 
 
 
 
 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS: 
Creativity and Improvisation 

 
SUMMER SCHOOL 2017 

 
 
 
 

 
Join us for an exciting Summer School at Penrhos College, focussing on the areas of creativity and 
improvisation. Sessions will include workshops for all levels in the Kodaly and Orff-Schulwerk music 
methodologies; practical ideas for teaching the three ATAR course contexts; peripatetic and 
band/ensemble workshops; practical ideas for assessment and reporting using the WA curriculum; 
drum circle and tuned percussion ensemble playing ideas; and much more! 
 

PRESENTERS INCLUDE: 
  

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: DR BRADLEY MERRICK 
President, ASME (National Executive Council) 

Director of Research in Learning, Barker College (NSW) 
 

GINA WILLIAMS 
Singer-Songwriter 

Composer of Wanjoo 
 

JANE ALDERSON & MANDY HUDSON 
School Curriculum and Standards Authority Representatives (Music Curriculum) 

 
JASON BORON 

Kodaly Methodology Specialist 
 

MARY WALTON 
Orff-Schulwerk Methodology Specialist 

 
Full details of all sessions and presenters will be available in early January. A session registration 
form will also be available, as many sessions will need to be capped to allow participants to get 
the most out of each experience.  Popular sessions will be repeated wherever possible to allow all 
participants the opportunity to attend.  
 

REGISTRATION DETAILS 
 

Register for Summer School 2017 here.  

You will receive more detailed information following confirmation of your registration. 

https://asmewa.wufoo.com/forms/q1s6k1nj19gc159/
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS: 
Creativity and Improvisation 

 
SUMMER SCHOOL 2017 

 
 
 

 
COST 

 
Part-time sessional attendance rates are available on request. 

 
Country and interstate delegates will be given a $20 fuel card at Summer School.  

To be eligible, please register for Summer School by Friday 6th January. 
 

PAYMENT OPTIONS 
1. PayPal (available online) 
2. Cheque (to PO Box 872, Nedlands, WA, 6909) 
3. Direct Debit (Name: Australian Society for Music Education (WA Chapter); BSB: 306-050; 

Account No: 4151604; Reference: SS FirstName LastName) 
 

TERMS OF PAYMENT 
1. The dates stated refer to the date payment is received, not the date registration is 

received. Registrations will only be confirmed when payment has been confirmed. 
2.  Concession rates only apply to full-time students, graduates who have not commenced 

work, pension concession card holders or retirees. 
3. No registrations will be processed after 12th January. 
4. Payments must be finalised before the commencement of Summer School. 

 
For further information, please visit our website here or email us at wa@asme.edu.au.  

 
 
 

 Australian Society for Music Education (WA Branch) 
ABN: 2988 7508 451      No GST Applies 

 

THIS MAY BE USED AS A TAX INVOICE  
 

 
EARLY-BIRD 

(By 16th Dec 2016) 
SUMMER SCHOOL 

(By 12th Jan 2017) 

MEMBER NON-MEMBER MEMBER NON-MEMBER 
Full Summer 

School $210 $290 $240 $320 

Single Day $120 $160 $140 $185 

Concession $120 $155 $140 $175 

http://www.asme.edu.au/wa
mailto:wa@asme.edu.au


MUSIC TEACHERS AVAILABLE FOR RELIEF

Please note: ASME WA does not endorse these teachers and takes no responsibility for the quality of their teaching. If you know of other music teachers who may be available for relief, please 
ask them to contact Catherine Warnock (cwarnock@live.com.au)

Name Phone Email Days Yr Levels Location Comments
Adams, Clayton 0407 084 752 37dart@gmail.com M – F K – 6 Not a specialist but has a strong music background
Archer, Gillian 0431327027 gillian.k.archer@gmail.com M K – 6 NOR & central Perth Classroom music, clarinet and voice
Berry, Rachel 0435 796 599 rachelberry140@gmail.com M – F Western suburbs ** available 2017 **
Bishop , Murray 0432552338 murraybishopmail@gmail.com M – F K – 12 Will travel Class music & piano
Brown, Julie 0417 269 254 juliebrown4@education.wa.edu.au  M& F K – 6 North of River Music specialist & piano teacher
Cann, Graham 9448 2318 or 

0437 634 421
M – F  K – 6 Music, phys ed and art

De Lacy, Alan 0428 845 392 
or 9339 0865

alandelacy@yahoo.com.au M – F  K – 6 Within 15km of 
Fremantle

Primary music specialist. Music only

Elek, Sonya 0478 218 604 sonyapeterelek@gmail.com Tu, W, Th K – 12* North of River *Primary classroom music (K – 6) & Clarinet (Yrs 5 – 12)
Fleming, Elissa 0439087549 lissyfleming@hotmail.com M – F K – 12 Metro area
Happ, Michael 9387 7046

0457 361 341
mfphapp@gmail.com M – F K – 12 Metro area Classroom music (primary & secondary), woodwind & brass 

teacher.
Jones, Kay 0434 466 924 kayj4u@gmail.com M, Tu, F K – 6 Rockingham down to 

Pinjarra 
Music, dance and general relief.

Karpathakis, Christos 0415 249 293 karpathakis1@optusnet.com.au M – F  K – 6 Will travel
Kilb, Gillian 9446 8264 or 

0414 884 392
gillkilb@hotmail.com M, W, Th, 

F
K – 6 North Not a specialist, but very capable. General relief & special 

needs also.
Lillis, Sam 0437 150 512 samlillis@y7mail.com M – F K – 12 Mandurah/Peel Kodaly Level 1 & 2 (Primary), choral and band conducting.  

Please allow a day's notice if possible.
Lim, Ebony 0433 388 012 ebonylimbass@gmail.com Th & F 7 – 12 South, will travel Classroom, double bass and piano teacher
Lowe, Jandy 0407830541 jandylowe@iinet.net.au M – F PP – 6 Prepared to travel Music only yrs PP – 6. Not available June and July.
Malinovic, Natasha 0423839401 natasham1969@gmail.com Tu & W K – 6 North Primary music specialist, choir
Neeson, Elizabeth 0407 048 956 

or 9250 5756
neesonhouse@internode.on.net M – F  K – 6 Will travel Not a specialist but can read music & play guitar & mandolin 

in a group. General relief also.
Netis, Nicholas 0421 823 744 cnetis@wt.com.au M – F K – 12 North & South Can teach IT, arts, drama and instrumental music
Roberts, Edward 93819146 or

0408821956
eddierg@bigpond.net.au M & F K – 12* Metro area Classical guitar/electric guitar (primary &secondary).  

*Primary class music 
Rosario, Marguerite 0428 375 253 muma@bigpond.com M,T,Th,F K – 9 Will travel Music including guitar and ukulele, Kodaly interest
Strudwick, Phill (Mrs) 0424 185 351 psmusspec47@gmail.com M – F K – 6 Primary music specialist and general relief
Trigg, Anne 9203 6053 triglads@westnet.com.au M & Th K – 6 Metro area Music only. Available occasionally on Fridays
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ASME WA 2016 Committee

ROBYN VEITCH (Chair)
robynvtch@gmail.com

MANDY HERRIMAN (Vice-Chair)
herriman@iinet.net.au

WENDY OLIVER (Treasurer)
oliverjw@iinet.net.au

SELENA CLOHESSY (Secretary)
hillsflutewa@gmail.com

CATHERINE WARNOCK (Publications Editor & Website)
cwarnock@live.com.au

ANNA-MARIA AGNELLO
musanna@iinet.net.au

GILLIAN ARCHER
Gillian.archer@education.wa.edu.au

CHADWICK BEINS
Chadwick.Beins@education.wa.edu.au

JUDITH HALDANE
judithhaldane@hotmail.com

JESSICA KHOO
jessicakhoo@gmail.com

PAUL McCARTHY
mccarp@penrhos.wa.edu.au

JANE NICHOLAS
Jane.Nicholas1@education.wa.edu.au

ASME WA:  wa@asme.edu.au 

OPUS:   Catherine Warnock (Editor)
   cwarnock@live.com.au

ABODA WA:  Katherine Pearce (President) 
   president.wa@aboda.org.au

ABRSM:   Judy Thönell (WA Representative)
   abrsmwa@iinet.net.au

AMEB:   6488 3059

ANCA WA:  http://www.anca.org.au/wa

DALCROZE:   Katherine Smith (WA contact) 
   katherinesiggins@gmail.com

KMEIA WA (Kodály):  Rosalie Scott (President)
   wa@kodaly.org.au

UWA:   School of Music: 6488 2051

WAAPA:   Music Department: 9370 6845

WAM:   9227 7962

WAMTA:   9470 5595
   info@musicteacherswa.org.au

WAOSA (Orff):  contact@waosa.org.au

WA OPERA:  Terasa Letizia
   education@waopera.asn.au

WASO:   Education Manager 
   9326 0022

WA YOUTH MUSIC: Ben Burgess (Executive Director)
   9328 9859 ben@wayma.asn.au

Contacts

Back L to R: Jessica Khoo, Chadwick Beins, Judith Haldane, Robyn Veitch, Wendy Oliver, Mandy Herriman
Front L to R:  Catherine Warnock, Selena Clohessy,  Paul McCarthy , Gillian Archer, Anna-Maria Agnello
Absent:  Jane Nicholas
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